Welcome to Autodesk’s Annual Meeting of Stockholders. To keep the meeting on track, we plan to observe the following Rules of Procedure for the meeting.

If you have already voted your shares, your vote has been received and there is no need to vote again, unless you wish to revoke or change your vote. If you plan to vote at the meeting, please follow the instructions on the meeting website.

If you would like to ask a question, please do so by following the instructions on the meeting website. To allow us to answer questions from as many stockholders as possible, you will be limited to two questions during the Q&A period. Questions from multiple stockholders on the same topic or that are otherwise related may be grouped and answered together. Stockholder questions are welcome, but we do not intend to address questions that are irrelevant to the business of the Annual Meeting or relate to a personal matter. The Chair of the meeting will determine whether questions are out of order.

We may make forward-looking statements in response to questions. Forward-looking statements generally relate to future events or our future financial or operating performance. Actual results could differ materially from those contemplated by our forward-looking statements. Reported results should not be considered as an indication of future performance. Please take a look at our filings with the SEC for a discussion of the risks and other factors that could cause our results to differ. Also, note that the forward-looking statements made during this meeting are based on information available to us as of the date of the meeting. We disclaim any obligation to update any forward-looking statements, except as required by law.

Thank you for your cooperation and for your attendance at the meeting.